
WARD 1 RESIDENT PRIORITIES 
2019

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3
Violence Roads Homelessness 

Organizing begging on our street - panhandlers
Improve enforcement on campers on Lake 
Springfield and at lake club

Capital Township separate from Sangamon 
County

Hilltop Road - sidewalks installed and bike 
lanes/safety Safety - deer & geese around the lake Business Development in Ward 1
Improvements to Lake - dredging, getting trees out, 
CWLP needs to be a good neighbor, proactive 
maintenance Hilltop Road Taxes - controlling them. Lower them.

Economic Development - more growth in Ward 1 Priority Tax assessments

Lake improvements that also includes around 
lake like bike paths. Not just on the lake but other 
items. Also dredging

Homelessness Deer - Safety
Best support District 186 so people don't bypass 
it

Better Communication about city services - branch 
and yard information. Difficulty on website.

Continuing road maintenance and drainage 
issues like Hilltop Road Expansion of pedestrian and bike paths 

Safety with deer and geese Hazell Dell Road needs to be finished
Trash and glass dumping on streets and on bike 
paths. Fly dumping.

Hilltop Road - sidewalks installed and bike 
lanes/safety Dredging of the lake
Safety - properly use Hilltop Road. Widened and 
straighten out. Safety issues of cycling Drainage on Hilltop



2019 Ward Planning Meetings
Ward 1

CONCERNS AND COMPLIMENTS
Zoning Boards doesn't have all the wards reprsented
Compliment - Thank Alderman Redpath. Very responsive. Fixes things 
promptly.
Neighborhood News - works well to get info out
Compliment - Thank Alderman Redpath. Notifies people when things are 
coming up that may impact their areas
Thank the crews who are pulling out the underbrush in the woods
Road was never paved in 21 years. Repaved road finally and it was much 
needed and Alderman & Mayor helped get it done. 
Possible solution - Deer. Can DNR help with this issue and help in a solution? 
There are potential ways and resident would like to share.
November 1 - Winter Warming Center? What is happening with it?
Any regulations about lights that shines up at trees at night.
Is it true the City will go to only one waste hauler for trash pickup
What is the policy for ICE - SPD and Sangamon County Police involvement?
Thank Alderman Redpath for getting answers and and responsiveness. More 
open communication is always a goal but things are working and hopefully 
towards a search engine of questions/ideas
Some modifications around lake with byous - is there any plans to light up 
bridge at night or other efforts to improve visibility. Lake Safety plan?
Center for Health & Housing debate: did the stakeholders come to the table 
like what was stated.
Deer whistles - they are a useful tool. Can we have more residents use them 
on their vehicles? 
Is the Hunter Lake issue dead?
Is UIS coming downtown?
Concerns of fly Ash pits? What is being done or steps taking?
What is update of Hilltop Road bike trail?
Criteria for property taxes assessments and why did that go up?
Compliment Valerie - take on the job of the neighborhood association for Lake 
Shore improvements
Someone from CWLP needs to join Springfield Lake Shore Improvement 
Association. Possibly Dan Brill
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Compliment - a lot more sidewalk work is being done. Good too see it all 
across the city. Allows people to socialize and connecting residents.
Lane merge outside from CWLP - can it be fixed and changed.
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